Abstract: The molecular dynamics simulations of the liquid-vapor equilibrium of water including both water phases -liquid and vapor -in one simulation are presented. Such approach is preferred if equilibrium curve data are to be collected instead of the two distinct simulations for each phase separately. Then the liquid phase is not restricted, e.g. by insufficient volume resulting in too high pressures, and can spread into its natural volume ruled by chosen force field and by the contact with vapor phase as vaporized molecules are colliding with phase interface. Averaged strongly fluctuating virial pressure values gave untrustworthy or even unreal results, so need for an alternative method arisen. The idea was inspired with the presence of vapor phase and by previous experiences in gaseous phase simulations with small fluctuations of pressure, almost matching the ideal gas value. In presented simulations, the first idea how to calculate pressure only from the vapor phase part of simulation box were applied. This resulted into very simple method based only on averaging molecules count in the vapor phase subspace of known volume. Such simple approach provided more reliable pressure estimation than statistical output of the simulation program. Contrary, also drawbacks are present in longer initial thermostatization time or more laborious estimation of the vaporization heat. What more, such heat of vaporization suffers with border effect inaccuracy slowly decreasing with the thickness of liquid phase. For more efficient and more accurate vaporization heat estimation the two distinct simulations for each phase separately should be preferred.
Introduction
Many macroscopic properties including the existence of condensed (liquid or solid) matter are determined by molecular interactions. These interactions are responsible for the state of substance at given ambient conditions (for example, if the molecules ruled by the mentioned interactions "stay together" under given conditions the substance is in liquid or solid state). Molecular interactions can be considered as the forces between atoms the molecules are composed of. These forces may be well-described by overall potential function consisting of many specific contributions for smaller groups of several atoms. Considering only atoms from the same molecule the interactions are denoted as intra-molecular. These typically include bond, angular and torsion contributions to intra-molecular potential. Interactions between atoms of distinct molecules are covered under inter-molecular (van der Waals) potential. Summing up all inter-and intra-molecular potential contributions for all particles involved in simulation the overall potential function is obtained. This function presents total potential energy of the system under study depending on the positions of individual atoms. Together with kinetic energy of all individual atoms corresponds with internal energy and is useful for the evaluation of thermodynamic properties. Except some specific properties, e.g. magnetic properties or NMR shifts related with nuclear magnetic moments, many others including thermodynamic and transport properties can be calculated from the knowledge of the potential function only. Analytical expressions involving potential function into evaluation have been developed theoretically for some properties, but their application is often limited to very simple molecules or atoms only (like expressions for transport properties in Hirschfelder et al. (1954) and Maitland et al. (1981) ). Due to the lack of analytical expressions or due to their limited applicability, the molecular dynamics simulation must be performed with suitable starting composition and appropriate initial conditions in order to obtain demanded quantity. The equations of motion for each atom are solved during simulation. So besides the potential energy, the forces on each atom are also necessary to calculate (as a negative gradient of potential function in the coordinates of the atom of interest) in every time step of simulation. Afterwards, adequate evaluation method must be applied to necessary data collected during the simulation (some quantities may be evaluated with different methods using different data from simulation, see e.g. diffusion coefficient evaluation in the work of Sládek et al. (2014) ). The simulations use to involve as small molecules count as possible and also use to be as short as possible to reach for the shortest calculation times. However, sufficiently large size and length of simulation is important for averaging in order to achieve reasonable low statistical error. Therefore some authors are presenting their results from at least two different size simulations, like van der Spoel et al. in their study of water models (van der Spoel et al., 1998) with 216 and 820 water molecules. Sufficient length play important role mainly for pressure averaging in liquid phase simulation as pressure value oscillations used to be very large (in the mentioned work of van der Spoel the rms pressure fluctuations were several hundreds of atmospheres what was in accordance with our experiences). Although large number of molecular dynamics simulations is available in the literature (e.g. study of polarizable AMOEBA water model of Ren et al. (2004) or vapor-liquid coexistence study of Sakamaki et al. (2011) ), many technical details connected mainly with setting of initial conditions depending on the purpose of simulation are still open. In this work, the liquid-vapor equilibrium curve of water was obtained from the phase interface simulation including both phases in one simulation. Also heat of vaporization has been estimated from such simulations. Force field of the first choice was the AMOEBA force field (Ren et al., 2002; Ren et al., J. Phys. Chem. B 2003; Ren et al., J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2003) because of good accuracy of the heat of vaporization reported (Ren et al., 2004) . Results are compared with one simpler and less computationally-intensive water potential model with quality of vaporization heat comparable to used AMOEBA force field.
Simulation and calculation details
Typical way of obtaining the heat of vaporization by molecular dynamics (MD) simulation (Ren et al., 2004) is to simulate liquid phase in one simulation and vapor phase as a separate one. Simulation is usually performed in quite small simulation box involving several hundreds of molecules with the size of the simulation box corresponding to density of the real substance at the simulation temperature. But such state is very likely not the "natural equilibrium state" for potential function used in simulation due to its deviations from interactions in real matter. Another approach use also barostat besides the thermostat to settle also the pressure average on desired value (van der Spoel et al., 1998) . Pressure and temperature use to be adjusted according the real substance equilibrium parameters in such simulations. The only establishing quantity is the volume of the simulation box influencing the density. Also such established state cannot be in general considered as the "natural equilibrium state" of used force field. Our goal was to obtain true information about the temperature dependence of liquid-vapor equilibrium pressure only from simulation. Therefore we left the liquid phase to relax with vapor phase in one simulation. This simulation is mimicking the liquid-vapor phase interface with both phases present. Typically, the simulation is performed in rectangular periodic box with one side much longer than the others (Matsumoto, 1998; Xie, 2012) . Inside the box the "central stripe" is assembled from the molecules of studied substance (see Fig. 1 ). Density of the central stripe approximately correspond to liquid phase. Empty space is reserved for the vapor phase. Used dimension of rectangular periodic box was from 90 to 130 Å × 40 Å × 40 Å (longest dimension was increased to let more molecules to evaporate mainly in order to test the reliability of results). Dimension of initial central stripe was 20 Å × 40 Å × 40 Å and 1080 water molecules were placed inside. For the initial distribution of molecules into central stripe the Packmol (Martinez et al., 2003; Martinez et al., 2009) program has been used. Minimal interatomic distances for atoms in different molecules were set to 2.0 Å (default in Packmol). This distance obviously corresponds to repulsive region of used potential function what can be seen from the temperature evolution during the initial thermostatization (see Fig. 2 ). Simulations have been performed using TINKER program package (Ren et al., 2002; Ren et al., J. Phys. Chem. B 2003; Pappu et al., 1998; Hodsdon et al., 1996; Kundrot et al., 1991; Ponder et al., 1987) . Simulation time step was 1 fs and default potential cut-offs were used. The AMOEBA (Ren et al., 2002; Ren et al., J. Phys. Chem. B 2003; Ren et al., J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2003) polarizable atomic multipole force field was used for modeling water molecules interactions. The vaporization heats are quite close to the experimental one using AMOEBA force field (less than 4 % below experimental values in the temperature range of interest). On the other side, calculations involving this force field are more time consuming in comparison with other simpler models. For the sake of comparison also three-particle TIP3F model from OPLSAA force field (Jorgensen et al., 1996; Maxwell et al., 1995; Jorgensen et al., 1998; McDonald et al., 1998; Jorgensen et al., 1999; Price et al., 2001) was used. This model was selected due to the similar quality of heat of vaporization, around 5 % above the experimental values. Introductory thermostatization has been done using Berendsen thermostat (Berendsen et al., 1984) with time constant of 0.1 ps. From the Fig. 2 it seems the time of 1 ps is sufficient for thermostatization. It may be true for one phase simulation but was not for phase interface simulation with only liquid phase on the start of simulation. In such simulation the liquid phase needs to "correct" its volume and also the sufficient amount of molecules must evaporate to establish the evaporation-condensation equilibrium. This settlement of conditions took at most few pico seconds, thus the initial thermostatization time of 10 ps with Berendsen thermostat (Berendsen et al., 1984) should be sufficient. The Berendsen thermostat in spite of Nose-Hoover thermostat is not producing Maxwell velocity distribution in ge neral. Therefore the thermostat was then switched to NoseHoover one (Hoover, 1985; Nose, 2001 ). Time of 10 ps with new thermostat should assure Maxwell velocity distribution establishment. Histogram of molecular velocities compared with Maxwell distribution curve is presented on Fig. 3 for one such simulation and confirms this establishment. The simulation time with Nose-Hoover thermostat was 50 ps. During this period the temperature was held in few degrees interval around the set point (standard deviation of temperature was less than 5 degrees from 100 time steps). Dedicating first 10 ps to the stabilization of new thermostat conditions the time of remaining 40 ps is suitable for demanded quantity estimation. Furthermore, simulation was left to continue without thermostat for the next 50-100 ps. This part of the simulation was quite numerically stable with only small variations of total energy and almost the same temperature variations as during previous period with Nose-Hoover thermostat. Simulation period without thermostat was used for estimation of demanded quantities as well and with practically the same results. Pressure in the simulation box is obtained from virial expression (Hansen et al., 1986) 1 3
and similarly as the temperature it needs to be averaged. But while in the simulation with few hundred molecules of water the temperature variations are within few degrees, the variations of pressure in liquid or both phases simulation are much larger than the average value (pure vapor phase pressure is quite reliable without extremely enormous variations). Therefore other approach has been used to get more reliable pressure information. The number of molecules has been averaged in the space around central liquid stripe corresponding to the vapor phase. Several different dimensions of vapor space has been tried with similar results. The increase of the simulation box dimension was done also in order to involve more molecules into averaging (mainly at lower temperature). From the averaged molecules count the pressure has been calculated using the equation for ideal gas. The potential and kinetic energies evaluated at each time step of simulation become very useful in the calculation of heat (enthalpy) of vaporization. The sum of these contribution forming the total energy represents the internal energy. From the simulation of pure liquid phase with N molecules the internal energy U (liquid) and similarly from the simulation of pure vapor phase with N molecules the internal energy U (vapor) can be obtained. Dividing these internal energies by molecules count and multiplying by Avogadro constant N A the molar internal energy U m,(phase) is calculated as
(the N need not to be same for liquid and vapor phase). From molar internal energies of liquid and vapor phases the heat (enthalpy) of vaporization is
approximating the product of pressure and molar change of volume during vaporization as RT. Furthermore, considering molecules have approximately the same kinetic and intramolecular potential energy in vapor phase as in liquid phase, the only difference is molar inter-molecular potential energy V m,inter-mol. . Taking also very long distances between molecules in gas phase into account, virtually zero intermolecular potential energy is expected in the gas phase. Then the heat of vaporization can be approximated as
meaning only the simulation of liquid phase is necessary. But this approach cannot be easily done if Ewald summation of electrostatic interactions is applied (there is no intermolecular part of potential energy in simulation program output) what was also our case. What more, having both (liquid and vapor) phases in one simulation comes with some new complications. Part of the molecules are in vapor and the rest in liquid phase. This complicates the evaluation of molar energies -prior to this the molecules counts in liquid and vapor phase need to be estimated. For this reason, the molecule count averages in vapor phase have been evaluated. As the phase interface between liquid and vapor phase is not so easy to determine and also need not to be exact plane, the vapor molecule counts were evaluated for several planar borders closer and closer to phase interface. Until reaching the interface the number of molecules raises linearly with distance when approaching the interface. After crossing the phase interface the increase of molecules count started to be more rapid because the inclusion of molecules from liquid phase. This jump in molecules count provides quite easy way of finding the vapor and also liquid phase molecules counts estimated with quite small uncertainties. Using this information together with related internal energy and vapor molar internal energy from smaller vapor phase simulation the heat of vaporization has been estimated from phase interface simulation.
Results and discussion
The MD simulations have been performed in the temperature range between 373 K and 473 K (from 100 °C to 200 °C). In the Fig. 4 the screenshots of MD simulations of liquid-vapor phase interface for different temperatures are presented. First 3 pictures Fig. 4a -c represent screenshots from simulations using the AMOEBA force field for temperatures of 373 K, 423 K and 473 K. One can clearly observe the increase in the density of vapor phase. For the sake of comparison, also the screenshot from simulation using TIP3F water model for 473 K is depicted in Fig. 4d . Comparing with the AMOEBA picture for the same temperature, the vapor density is lower.
Thus for TIP3F (OPLSAA force field) water model one can await lower equilibrium pressure than for AMOEBA force field. In the Fig. 5 the liquid-vapor equilibrium pressure dependence on the temperature is presented. The pressure provided in TINKER output averaged for quite long period was overestimated in simulations using AMOEBA force field. For TIP3F water model the pressure averages from TINKER output were underestimated and even below zero. The results obtained from vapor phase molecules count are more real and closer to the real vapor-liquid equilibrium pressure dependence. TIP3F water model equilibrium pressures for higher temperatures are lower than for AMOEBA force field, what is in agreement with brief view of pictures in Fig.  4c and Fig. 4d . Among water models used in work of Sakamaki et al. (2011) , the TIP3P model (similar to TIP3F model used in this work) provided also slightly overestimated equilibrium pressure. Also several further water models used in the work of Sakamaki et al. (2011) provided overestimated pressures but the rest of water models provided underestimated results for equilibrium pressures. Due (Dean, 1999) .
to large fluctuations the convergence of pressure values was slow and Sakamaki et al. needed to perform long simulations. Depending on used model, also obtained critical temperatures were different. Interesting conclusion of their work is the fact that despite of underestimating or overestimating the experimental equilibrium pressures, the pressure dependence on the reduced temperature (for different model temperature divided by dif ferent critical value) is underestimated for every model above the pressure of 0.1 MPa. The estimated heats of vaporization from phase interface simulations are presented in Fig. 6 . Values obtained from these simulations are underestimated comparing with experimental data and also comparing with "properly calculated" heats of vaporization. Properly calculated heats of vaporization are meant as evaluated from two simulations of purely liquid and purely vapor water phases. The dif ference lies in existence of "surface water" molecules in the simulation with phase interface comparing with pure liquid phase simulation containing no surface molecules. Comparing to the work of Ren et al. (2004) , where they studied vaporization heats at the pressure of 1 atmosphere for temperatures up to almost 370 K, our "properly calculated" heats for higher temperatures were in good accordance with their results, satisfactorily matching at the ranges intersection. The underestimation of the vaporization heats, observable in Fig. 6 , has a clear reason in quite large fraction of molecules on the surface. While these molecules have neighbor molecules only from one side, their contribution to intermolecular potential energy is lower than ones from the middle of liquid. Therefore such values of the vaporization heat are underestimated comparing to the properly calculated heat of vaporization. Improving these underestimated vaporization heats is possible by increasing thickness of central stripe thereby lowering fraction of surface molecules. But with the increase of the thickness also much more molecules are involved into simulation, considerably prolonging simulation time with still not very accurate results. Properly calculated vaporization heats are reliable and more accurate if evaluated also from much smaller simulations of both phases separately. This makes the simulation of liquid-vapor phase interface an ineffective approach for vaporization heat estimation.
Conclusion
An attempt to obtain the temperature dependence of vapor-liquid equilibrium pressure from the MD simulation only has been made. Initial simulated system arrangement, with absolutely no restrictions (in one dimension) on condensed phase, provided enough freedom to molecules of liquid water, allowing them to occupy the space with appropriate volume. Neither volume of liquid nor the pressure was constrained. The volume occupied by liquid and pressure thus naturally results from potential function of chosen force field and the set temperature. Due to the space left for vapor phase, the temperature was the only quantity forced to (Dean, 1999) within 4 % deviation downwards and proper TIP3F results are over 5 % above this line (they are approximately on the edges of gray ±5 % error stripe). Underestimation of our two-phases simulation values is due to "border effect", i.e. existence of less strongly bounded "surface" molecules.
the system under study. Berendsen thermostat was applied in the initial phase and Nose-Hoover thermostat in the production phase of the simulation. After initial thermostatization, followed by subsequent production run with suitable thermostat permanently on, the simulation stepped into testing phase with thermostat switched off. Virtually the same averages of evaluated quantities were achieved during this test run without thermostat. But besides large standard deviations of the pressure also obtained values of pressure were not very reliable. Therefore the alternative method of pressure estimation were elaborated which works with vapor phase molecules count and ideal gas equation. Provided pressure averages were more reliable and with noticeably smaller deviations despite the simplicity of used method.
From equilibrated production and test runs, the heat of vaporization were also estimated. But not like at pressure estimation based on vapor phase molecules count, when it was sufficient to make the averages only in some subspace of overall vapor phase volume, now the total molecules count in vapor phase is necessary. Not counting for every vapor phase molecules causes that the not counted molecules remain regarded as the liquid phase ones. They artificially increase molecules count N of liquid phase in equation (2) 
